Understanding travelers' daily travel-activity pattern formation is an important issue for activitybased travel demand analysis. The activity pattern formation concerns not only complex interrelations between household members and individual's socio-demographic characteristics but also urban form and transport system settings. To investigate the effects of these attributes and the interrelationship between conducted activities, a multistate semi-Markov model is applied. The underlying assumption of the proposed model states that the state transition probability depends on its adjoining states. Based on the statistical tests of significance, it is affirmed that the duration of activity depends not only on its beginning time-of-day but also on the duration of travel/activity previously conducted. The empirical study based on Belgian Mobility survey is conducted to estimate individual's daily activity durations of different episodes and provides useful insight for the effects of socio-demographic characteristics, urban and transportation system settings on the activity pattern formation.
INTRODUCTION
The daily travel and activity patterns concern multidimensional facets encompassing activity type, duration of activities and the location of activities, etc. The formation of a sequence of travels and activities is general heuristical, based on individual schedule/reschedule process given an uncertain environment. The understanding of the complex travel-activity decision has important implications for the evaluation of transport policy and traffic demand management. Hence, it is interesting and also important to investigate individuals' travel-activity chaining behavior with respect to related household characteristics. The results of analysis can provide useful insights for travel and activity duration estimations and also for individuals' daily travel activity participation.
The early studies for activity patterns have focused on descriptive analysis of activity pattern characteristics and influence factors for its formation (1, 2) . The analysis framework emphasized on the concept that travel demand is derived from the need of activity participation. As numerous influence factors impose dynamical spatial-temporal constraints on activity pattern formation, it is generally difficult to investigate the relationships between these factors and the resulting travel-activity patterns. The progress in activity-based demand analysis has developed many modeling techniques trying to elucidate the process of activity and travel decisions. In general, these analytical approaches can be classified into: (a) sequential approaches, which decompose individuals' travel-activity choices into a sequential decision-making process and apply microsimulation techniques to entail the estimation of travel-activity patterns (see recent review in (3); (b) simultaneous approaches, which aim to estimate simultaneously the entire activity patterns by utilizing econometrics or mathematical programming methods (4, 5, 6, 7) . An alternative class of modeling approaches is based on hazard models for the empirical analysis of activity duration and sequencing (8, 9, 10) . These studies focused especially on the estimation of activity duration hazard function with the presence of individual's heterogeneity. As for the interdependency of durations between multiple activity types, Bhat (11) proposed an outcomespecific proportional hazard model, which generalizes the estimation of duration hazard function with multi-entrance/exit states. Another activity hazard-based study, proposed by Srinivasan and Guo (12) , encompassed the correlation of simultaneous duration process. This model utilized a mixed distribution combining baseline hazard function with a random error term to capture the unobserved correlation between two duration processes. This study provided empirical evidence of dependency on the durations of trips and activities. However, the considerations of the influence of activity sojourn time in hazard function specification need to be further investigated.
The time dependency effect plays an important role in the estimation of activity duration since it reflects the transition probability after certain duration from current activity to another. Recently, some research effort has been made to investigate the relationship of timing and duration of activity. Pendyala and Bhat (13) applied discrete-continuous simultaneous equation model to investigate the casual structure of activity timing and duration. They found that the activity timing and duration are closely related for non-commuters but loosely related for commuters. Popkowski Leszczyc and Timmermans (14) utilized conditional and unconditional parametric competing risk models to estimate activity duration and its relationship with sociodemographic covariates. The estimation results showed that the activity duration depends on the type and duration of the activity previously conducted. Parallel to the competing risk models for the estimation of timing and duration of activity, Lee et al. (15) proposed a generalized multi-state hidden Markov extension model to analyze the duration of type-specific activities. Although the proposed model provided a flexible framework to capture the misclassification effect of observed activities, it did not incorporate the dependency effect of the duration of activity previously conducted. Recently, the advance in survival analysis has developed multi-state models to capture simultaneously several entrances/exits states over the duration process (see review in (16) ). The multi-state models analyze event history data of individuals, focusing especially on the occurrence time, duration of type-specific events following a Markov process. In general, the multi-state models consider event occurrence history based on Markov-type stochastic process, i.e. step transition probability depends only on the adjoining states. At each time instant, an individual occupied in one state possibly transfers to another state with respect to time dependent/independent transition rates. As the activity duration depends on its type, timing and sojourn time prior to current state, it is interesting to investigate the influence of time dependency effects on the adjoining travel/activity states for individual's activity chaining behavior.
In this study, a multi-state semi-Markov model (17, 18 ) is applied to estimate the daily activity patterns by encompassing the interdependency of sequential activity types, timing and duration. The daily travel/activity duration sequence is assumed to result from semi-Markov process for which the observed duration is independent continuous random variable with distribution depending on its adjoining states. Based on the assumption of semi-Markov model, the state transition probability is estimated with Cox regression model (19) . We associate the socio-demographic, urban form and accessibility of public transport covariates with the specification of transition hazard function to investigate the effects on the travel/activity duration. The transition hazard rates between different states are estimated with respect to cause-specific covariates. These estimated coefficients provide also useful insight to investigate the influence of socio-demographic characteristics, urban form and transportation system settings on the activity chaining behavior.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. First, a multi-state semi-Markov model is proposed to analyze individual's daily activity pattern with respect to activity timing, sequencing and duration. The underlying assumption of proposed model based on semi-Markov process is firstly discussed. It follows multi-state dependency structure of daily activity pattern formation. For the state transition probability estimation, three Cox regression models are specified to incorporate and compare the timing and sequencing effects on travel/activity durations. The summarized statistics of travel survey data and observed numbers of travels/activities conducted in different episodes are reported. We discuss first the model-fit statistics and the assessment of proportionality assumption of the Cox regression model for each of state transitions in the travel-activity chaining process. The estimation result of baseline hazard for each of non-travel activity purposes is discussed and compared over each of episodes of interest. We investigate the effect of related covariates on the travel/activity duration over episodes and discuss in detail these effects. Finally, the conclusion is drawn and the future extension is discussed.
MULTI-STATE NON-HOMOGENEOUS SEMI-MARKOV MODEL
Consider a travel-activity sequence of an individual observed over a whole day for which the types of activity, timing and duration are of interest. This sequence is derived from individual's daily activity scheduling and rescheduling decision under uncertain environment. The ordered travel/activity duration sequence represents individual's daily time-use pattern. This pattern concerns subsequent activity choices influenced by related temporal and spatial factors. The temporal factor expresses that the time being in an activity is related to its occurrence of time-ofday, the time elapsed since entering occupied state and the sojourn time on travel/activitie previously conducted. The spatial factor describes that activity destination choice is related to the opportunities offered in an area and the location of activity impacts in turn the available time to participate the activity. To derive this activity pattern in terms of timing, sequence and duration of activity, some underlying assumptions are stated as follows:
Individual's daily activity pattern is represented as time dependent evolution of activity participation states. The state space is finite and assumed to be identical for all individuals. The evolution of activity states follows a semi-Markov stochastic process, i.e. the time-dependent state transition probability depends only on its adjoining state.
The state-to-state transition is considered as an alternate of non-travel activity state and travel state. The episode of one state represents the duration being in that state in which the conducted activity is assumed homogeneous without state transitions within an episode.
The duration of activity is an independent random variable depending on its adjoining state, the sojourn times being in an occupied state and related covariates.
Model formulation
Based on the above assumption, individual's daily activity pattern observed throughout 24 hours can be expressed as the evolution of states in time, { }
with T being the ending time of observation period, ) (t a the travel/activity state and A the finite state space of one transition.
This sequence of states, corresponding to individual's travel/activity occurrences over time, is denoted as (see Fig. 1 The initial state of the activity pattern is set as home-based activity at the beginning of a day. As the initial time of the beginning activity and the ending time of the last activity are unknown within the 24 hour observation period, the duration of initial/terminal activities is censored. We restrict ourselves on the analysis of uncensored observations only. Note that although the occurrence time of activity is continuous, the available precision of data in practice is rounded in minute. The estimation of transition probability based on the empirical survey data should consider the ties of travel/activity duration (described later).
Based on the observed entering/exit time of travel/activity in the sequence, the duration of the n-1 th travel/activity n τ is defined as
. An individual's occupied state history on the process until time t is denoted as:
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To estimate the time-dependent transition probability, the hazard model is applied to this end. The hazard rate represents the instantaneous changing rate of failure probability at time t, given that the components in observation are survival at time t. As the probability distribution of activity duration is assumed independent following the semi-Markov process, the state transition probability can be estimated separately based on usual hazard model. represents the changing rate of conditional probability of transition from state i to state j at renewal time τ . In the proposed model, it is assumed that only one travel/activity type can occur at a time. To estimate the transition hazard, parametric, semiparametric or non-parametric approaches can be applied. As there is no prior information for the functional form of hazard function, the semi-parametric Cox regression model is preferred since it does not need to specify the underlying probability distribution and can incorporate related covariates of interest. The Cox regression model assumes that different classes of individuals have similar hazard profile of travel/activity duration. The relative risk of stopping a travel/activity episode is proportional to common baseline hazard, determined by the value of related covariates. Different methods have been proposed in the literature to assess the proportional hazard assumption (described later). In the above cause-specific hazard function, the duration of activity depends only on the sojourn time being in occupied state. However, it is important to incorporate the occurrence time of activity and the dependency of adjoining travels/activities in the hazard function specification. To this end, one can specify the baseline hazard as function of renewal time and chronological time. However, it is more difficult to estimate since it needs to specify the kernel estimate for the regression parameter estimation (17, 27) . An alternate way consists in incorporating these terms in the covariates and utilizes traditional parameter estimation method of Cox regression model. We specify three models to assess the effect of occurrence time of activity and the interdependency between adjoining states. The estimation of parameters is based on the maximum partial likelihood estimate. The Loglikelihood statistics of the above models are compared in order to assess the fitness of models. The best-fit model is used as final model for the statistical inference on the travel/activity time-use pattern.
For one-step state transition hazard estimation, the Cox model is specified with respect to related covariates. The transition hazard for covariates ij X from state i to j is defined as: Note that the above usual exponential function specifies the relative risks with respect to adequate covariates. It assumes that all adequate covariates are incorporated and the covariates have the multiplicative effects on hazard function.
As for the explanation of regression coefficients in Cox regression model, it represents the relative risk on the basis of baseline hazard. If the regression coefficient is positive (negative), the relative risk is increasing (decreasing), i.e. activity duration is decreasing (increasing). Note that the baseline hazard function is transition-specific and common for all individuals under observation. The observed heterogeneity is taken into account with respect to the covariates. For the unobserved heterogeneity, it is assumed to have random effect on hazard function. However, one can incorporate a parametric term in the hazard function specification to consider the unobserved heterogeneity effects (9, 10) . The Cox partial log-likelihood for transition (i, j) can be written as (17) : 
As for the parameter estimation, the maximum likelihood estimate for β can be derived by applying the usual Newton-Raphson method (20) . Note that if there are tied lifetime (duration) data, i.e. the same observed travel/activity duration for one episode, some approximated approaches may be used to handle this issue. The exact approximation of Cox partial likelihood with tied duration data considers the duration distribution is continuous and calculates the partial likelihood approximate with respect to all possible ordering of tied durations (20) . This method requires a considerable compute time and computer memory if the number of tied lifetime data is large. In practice, if the proportion of tied data is small, Breslow method (21) provides close results with respect to the exact approximation method. However, if the number of tied data is large, Efron method (22) can be applied. The presence of tied duration data is very common in travel survey since the departure/arrival time reported by individuals is usually rounded by 5 minutes. Hence, this issue needs to be handled by adequate approximation method for empirical study.
As the baseline hazard function in Cox regression model is unspecified, the empirical approximate is needed to estimate the hazard function and the survival function. Based on Nelson-Aalen estimator, the usual empirical cumulative hazards function ) ( τ Λ ij can be estimated as: The transition hazard estimate with respect to the covariates ij X is then written as:
is the cumulative baseline hazard estimate with respect to transition (i, j).
, the transition-specific baseline hazard estimate can be obtained by (6) and (7).
The survival function estimate ) ( τ ij S of transition from i to j at renewal time τ can be calculated as:
In individual's daily activity sequence, the travel/activity transition may be distinguished as non-travel state to travel one and the inverse case. The first type of transition describes one possible state transition at the end of non-travel activity episode. However, the second type corresponds to the competing risk over several distinct non-travel activities. At each time instant, travel state may terminate at one of the competing non-travel activities, which guarantees the sum of failure probabilities over competing causes as 1. Mathematically, the transition hazard at state i can then be written as
where j represent one of competing non-travel activity choice at the end of a trip at renewal time τ .
The assessment of proportionality assumption
The Cox model with time-independent covariates describes the fixed proportional effects of covariates on the duration of travel/activity. If the proportionality assumption is not valid, the statistical inference will be biased. Numerous methods have been proposed for the test of proportionality (20, 23, 24) . A usual technique for model-fit test is based on the distribution of residuals, i.e. the differences between observed and predicted value of the model. The basic concept is that the distribution of the residuals should be centered at zero if the model is correctly specified. Lin et al. (25, 26) proposed a graphic and numerical test method based on the cumulative sum of residuals over covariates. The proposed graphic test method compares observed cumulative sums of the residuals and a large number of simulated realizations based on zero-mean Gaussian process. If the Cox model is correctly specified, the observed cumulative sums of residuals should centered at zero and the simulated realizations should presents randomly frustrations around the observed cumulative sums of residuals. Moreover, the cumulative residual plot suggests appropriate functional form for a covariate with non-proportional effects. For the numerical test, the estimated p-value for the supremum test over covariates can be used as an criteria to assess the proportionality assumption of the Cox model. The assessment of the proportionality assumption for the empirical study will be conducted based on Lin's approach. 
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DATA DESCRIPTION
The data utilized is based on the Belgian Mobility Survey collected in 1998-1999 for investigation of household members' mobility behavior. 7025 observations of individual's daily travel-activity patterns were collected. As our interest resides on the investigation of travel-activity time use pattern, the focus is on the sequence of travels and out-of-home activities realized on a day. Hence, samples without any trip occurred are not included in the data set of analysis. After comparing the activity participation on weekday and weekend, we found that individual's activity choice patterns are quite different between them. The former is work/school oriented. However, the latter is shopping and social-recreation dominated. This study focuses only on travel-activity pattern over workday. One can, however, extend similar analysis for time use data conducted on weekend. Based on previous studies (10), some individual's (gender, age and profession status) and household socio-demographic characteristics (household type, and presence of children) are included in the model specification. Besides, spatial and transport mode related variables (household location, transport mode availability and proximity to public transport) are also included in the model specification. The summary statistics of these covariates is listed in Table 1 .
As for the travel-activity sequence data, individuals are asked to report his/her sequence of trips and its related trip motivation on the previous day. For each reported travel/activity episode, trip departure/arrival time information is utilized to calculate trip duration. Original trip motivation is distinguished into 12 types for which a regroupment in 6 types is undertaken to facilitate the analysis (see Table 2 ). For simplification, we assume that the activity within two consecutive trip episodes is homogeneous. As a result, the activity duration is calculated based on the arrival/departure time of its prior/posterior trip. As the model estimation requires the full information for covariates, a complete data set is obtained by eliminating observations containing missing or incorrect data. The resulted data set contains 2849 observations and its related descriptive statistics is listed in Table1. For activity chaining behavior, the residual observations at each activity episode is shown in Table2. It is clear that home-work-home constructs the main travel-activity pattern on weekdays. The proportion of individuals who conducted less than 8 nontravel activities in a day is 84%. 2. The original trip purpose "go home" is regrouped in Home; The purposes "go to work" and "visit for work" are regrouped in Work activity, The purpose "go to school" is regrouped in School, the purposes "buy something/shopping" is regrouped in Shopping, The purposes "deposing/looking for somebody", "eating", and "personal business (bank, doctor etc.)" are regrouped in Personal business, The purposes "visiting families or friends", "take a walk", and "leisure, sport and culture activities" are regrouped in Social-recreation.
In the following, we estimate activity duration hazard functions and related survival functions for state transition based on Cox regression model. The estimation process consists in establishing a class of models with covariates of interests and then selecting a best-fit model based on model fit statistics. The stepwise regression method is utilized to select predictive covariates for which all candidates are included at the beginning, then tested one-by-one. The elimination is conducted for non-significant variables according to its statistical significance. Moreover, as the number of travel-activity episodes is large, we restrict ourselves on the analysis of the first four travel and non-travel activity episodes, each accounting for at least 58% observations of total data set.
ESTIMATION RESULTS
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The parameter estimation is conducted by the Proc Phreg in SAS. As there are some tied duration data, the Efron method is used to compute the partial likelihood. We discuss first the model fit statistics for different model specifications and then assess the proportionality assumption for the state transition hazard estimates. Based on the Nelson-Aalen estimator, the profile of baseline hazard of type-specific activities is plotted with respect only to non-travel activity conducted in 4 episodes of study. We discuss these baseline hazard profiles and compare the difference between the episodes. Finally, the parameter estimates of transition-specific covariates across different episodes are discussed.
Model fit statistics and proportionality assumption test
The overall goodness-of-fit statistics and the likelihood ratio test for the comparison of different models are shown at Table 3 . The log-likelihood value shows that the model 3 incorporating logarithm of the entering time of current travel/activity and logarithm of the duration of travel/activity conducted in previous episode performs best over the other two models in most transitions over the episodes. Hence the model 3 is preferred as the final model. The results show that the duration of travel/activity closely related to its type, beginning time-of-day and the duration of prior activity conducted, accordant with the empirical estimation results of activity duration of Popkowski Leszczyc and Timmermans (14) . The likelihood ratio tests for the null hypothesis that all coefficients of covariates are zeros is rejected at 0.01 statistical significant level for the transitions of study across these episodes.
As for the proportionality assumption test, the model fit test based on the cumulative sums of residuals are conducted for included covariates over the transitions. The misspecification of Cox regression model is verified at 0.1 statistical significance based on supremum test (25) . The estimated results indicate that the proportionality assumption of the final model is not verified only for two covariates among 172 ones in 8 episodes of interests (EP2-EP9). It accounts only 1.16% of covariates violating of aforementioned assumption. The covariates are "logarithm of entering time of activity" for home-trip transition in episode 7 (p-value is 0.059) and for schooltrip transitions in episode 9 (p-value is 0.003). It indicates that these two covariates have not proportional effects on corresponding baseline hazard.
To summarize, the proportionality assumption of incorporated covariates is generally verified with only few exceptions. For the covariates with non-proportional effect, more adequate nonlinear functional form can be estimated with more elaborated methods (26).
Baseline hazard estimation
As the number of travel/activity episode is large, we focus only on the baseline hazard estimation for non-travel activity episodes. The baseline hazard estimates for each of activity purposes conducted in different episodes are shown in the figure 2. To compare the baseline hazard conducted in different episodes and facilitate the lecture, the baseline hazard is plotted over the duration of activity from 0 to 300 minutes. The profile of baseline hazard provides the variation of instantaneous rate of terminating an activity for individuals in risk. The comparison of baseline hazard is conducted with respect to the first four non-travel episodes. The estimates of baseline hazard for each of activity purposes provide useful information to investigate the difference of temporal rhythm over different types of activities. Note that the median of the starting time of the four non-travel activity episodes (EP3, EP5, EP7 and EP9) is 8:30, 14:07, 15:00 and 16:45, respectively. It represents four temporal rhythms of individual's time use pattern starting in different periods of day.
For home activity, the baseline hazard on the EP3 exhibits quite different profile than the other 3 episodes. As the episode 3 is concerned, the result indicates that people staying at home in the morning tends to engage other out-of-home activities. The baseline hazard on the EP3 increases generally with time with the first spike at the duration of 25 minutes and the second at 200 minutes. This implies that people start his second out-of-home trip with these two temporal rhythms. On the other hand, the baseline hazard profile on the EP5 exhibits numerous spikes almost every 5 minutes within the first 120 minutes with a decreasing frequency of occurrence over time, suggesting that generally random home duration patterns in this afternoon period. For the EP7 and EP9, the baseline hazard is relative lower with respect to EP3 and EP5, implying that later the time of return home is, lower is the probability of engaging additional out-of-home activity. For work activity, it is reasonable to find the inverse temporal rhythm as the home activity. The result shows that the baseline hazard on the later episodes (EP7 and EP9) exhibits frequently sharp points every 10-15 minutes. It indicates the variable duration pattern of work during the afternoon period. For the school activity, the baseline hazards on the EP3 reveal that a higher activity terminating hazard at 25, 75, 135 and 200 minutes. For the episode 5, the result indicates a monotone increasing tendency on the baseline hazard. For the episode 7, the baseline hazard increases significantly as the duration of activity more than 2 hours. For shopping activity, the result indicates quite variable shopping duration pattern conducted in different episodes. In the EP3 and EP5, the baseline hazard profile shows a similar variation pattern of shopping duration within 2 hours, but a longer duration pattern of more than 3 hours for EP3. As for the EP7 and EP9, the variation of duration is in the range of 70 minutes. As the time elapse, the baseline hazard increases, i.e. shopping activity tends to be terminated. For personal business activity, the baseline hazard profile of the EP3 indicates that numerous spikes are spread over 0 and 280 minutes with a higher intensity within the first 80 minutes. On the other hand, for the EP5, EP7 and EP9, it reveals that a variation of short duration pattern less than 80 minutes and a longer duration pattern at 120, 160 and 210 minutes. For social-recreation activity, the baseline hazard profile for these episodes indicates a general variation of duration ranging from 0 to 300 minutes. The result shows a general similar temporal pattern over the morning and the afternoon periods.
To summarize, the baseline hazard profiles for each of activity purposes manifest different time use pattern over episodes, indicating different temporal rhythm of individual's activity participation. The comparison of the baseline hazard profiles over the activities showed a significant difference, revealing that activity duration depends on its type, starting time-of-day and the elapsed time since staring occupied activity. It is also shown that the baseline hazard function is not smooth and manifests an irregular pattern over time. It suggests that the parametric model may not be appropriate for the baseline hazard estimation. This result was also found by previous empirical study implemented by Bhat (9) . He utilized a proportional hazard model for the estimation of shopping duration during the return home trip by incorporating the nonparametric heterogeneity distribution. As for the non-parametric baseline hazard estimate of shopping duration, it is interesting to find the similar behavior pattern of short shopping duration in EP9 (period starting the returning home trip after work) as Bhat's study. Moreover, our study revels that the shopping duration pattern manifests a range of variation over different period of time, i.e. later the shopping activity begins, smaller the range of variation of duration conducted tends to be. 
Covariate effects
The estimated effects of covariates on the travel/activity duration hazard conducted in different episodes are shown in Table 5 . The covariates are distinguished as socio-demographic, urban form, transport accessibility and state-dependent covariates, i.e. entering time of occupied activity and duration of travel/activity previously conducted. Note that the duration process of travel episodes and activity episodes are in general different, which means that individuals tend to shorten his/her travel time in order to have longer non-travel activity duration. We discuss separately the effects of covariates on the two categories of activities to highlight their differences. Note that the effect of covariates depends on the starting time of day and varies over different periods in a day for activity participation.
Effects of covariates for non-travel activity episodes
In this section, we discuss firstly the effects of covariates on non-travel activity duration conducted in different episodes. The effects of covariates are discussed with respect to 4 aforementioned categories of covariates for each of activity purposes. It is of interest to investigate the time-of-day effect and the dependency between the duration of travel and nontravel activity in adjoining episodes and compare the effects of covariates in different episodes of activities.
First non-travel activity episode (EP3)
The first non-travel activity occurs near 8:30. The parameter estimates are significant for most socio-demographic covariates (Table 5) . For home activity, the results indicate people of age more than 65 years stay shorter in home for the early morning episode. For work activity, it shows that men have longer duration. However, people perform shorter duration of work if they have children. For school activity, it is interesting to find that women, people of age more than 65 years, workers and singles perform shorter duration. For shopping activity, people of age between 25 to 55 years perform shorter duration but couple and people with the presence of children conduct longer duration of shopping. The results may results from the disavailability of shopping time in the morning for workers, generally in the group of age 25 to 55 years, and the additional maintenance need for couple and people with children. For personal business starting in the morning period, the results imply that people of age between 15 to 55 years, workers and people with the presence of children conduct shorter duration. As for social-recreation activity, the results suggest that people of age more than 65 years and couple spend more time on social-recreation activity. As for urban form covariate, people living in city center have shorter duration for home, work, personal business and social-recreation activities in the morning. It implies that individuals living in city center tend to conduct another out-of-home activities due to better accessibility for related activities in urban area. As for transport accessibility covariates, the parameter estimates indicate people with the accessibility of car conduct shorter duration of work and personal business activities in the morning. On the other hand, people living with good accessibility of public transportation system have shorter duration on work activity but longer duration for personal business. As for the state-dependent covariates, the beginning time of activity impacts its duration. The results indicate that for home, work, school and social-recreation activities, earlier the beginning time of activities is, longer persists its duration. As for the influence of the duration of previous travel/activity conducted, the results show the positive relation between activity duration and derived travel time. This implies that people spend more time on travel to engage an activity with longer duration.
Second non-travel activity episode (EP5)
The second non-travel activity episode begins near 14:07. The number of significant covariates is less than the first non-travel activity episode. For the effects of socio-demographic covariates, it is not surprisingly to find that workers conduct shorter duration of home activity but it is longer for people of age between 55 to 65 years. For work activity, the result reveals that men have shorter work time in this early afternoon episode, reflecting possibly that different engagement of activities for men occurs usually in the afternoon. On the other hand, it is interesting to find that people of age more than 65 years have longer work time in this episode. For other activities, it shows that workers and couple conduct shorter shopping activity for this episode. Men and couple engage longer personal business activity in the afternoon. For social-recreation activity, it is reasonable to observe that workers have shorter duration since the disavailability of time for this purpose. Inversely, people of age between 25 to 55 years spend longer time on this activity. It is interesting to find that the presence of children has no significant effect for all activities. The effects of transport accessibility indicate that people with car proceed shorter duration for home and work activities. This result implies that the availability of car provides more flexible mobility to conduct another activities and hence reduce the duration in home and work activity at this episode. As for the effects of state-dependent covariates, the result suggests that if the beginning time of home, work and school activities is later in the afternoon, its duration will be shorter. On the other hand, it is not surprising to find the inverse effect is observed for social-recreation activity. The effect of duration of trip previously conducted has similar negative effect for each of activity duration.
Third non-travel activity episode (EP7)
This episode begins around the middle of afternoon (15:00). The effects of covariate are quite different with respect to prior non-travel activity episode. For home activity, it reveals that men have shorter duration. For work activity, workers and people without the presence of children conduct longer duration. As for the school activity, men and workers conduct longer duration. For shopping activities, it is reasonable to find that children conduct less time in shopping. For personal business and social-recreation activities, the result suggests that men conduct longer duration for these two types of activities. The effect of the presence of children reduces the duration of personal business and social-recreation activities. This might imply that the need to accompany children to home and then reduce available time to participate this activity in this episode. As for the urban form covariate, the result suggests that it is not significant for each of activity purposes. As for the effect of transport accessibility, the result indicates that people with car have shorter duration in personal business and social-recreation activities. Similar effect is observed for the proximity of public transportation system on work activities. However, it is worth noting that it has longer duration effect on personal business activity. As for the statedependent covariate, it suggests that if the beginning time on home, work and school is later, its duration is shorter. The inverse effect is observed for personal business activity. It is interesting to find that the derived travel time is significant for shopping, personal business and socio-recreation activities.
Fourth non-travel activity episode (EP9)
This episode begins around late afternoon (16:45), period of beginning the return home after work. The number of significant covariates is less for each of activity purposes. For sociodemographic covariates, it reveals that workers and young people of age between 15 to 25 years have shorter home activity duration. Couples have longer duration in work and shopping activities. The presence of children has longer activity duration effect on work activity in this episode. It is worth noting that there is no significant effect for the urban form covariate. As for the effect of transport accessibility, people with car have shorter duration for personal business, similar effect observed in the previous non-travel episode. As for the proximity of public transport, the effect is inverse with respect to previous non-travel activity episode. As for the state-dependent covariates, the results suggest that the beginning time has shorter duration effect on activity duration. Note that the estimated parameter for school activity is rather large due to the small sample observed for this transition. Hence the related statistical inference should be proceeded with care. Similar effect of derived travel time on activity duration is also observed for shopping activity.
In summary, it is interesting to note that most cause-specific covariates have variable effects on the duration of activities conducted in different episodes with exceptions of the presence of car and the duration of trip previously conducted.
Effects of covariates for travel episodes
The effects of covariates on travel duration reveal individual's travel time expenditure difference of socio-demographic classes. It also reflects the effects of related covariates on travel time use with respect to different activity purposes. In the following, the effects of covariates on travel time duration are discussed. The results are shown in table 5, drawn from the observations of travel time data conducted in the first 4 travel episodes (EP2, EP4, EP6 and EP8). Note that the medians of the starting time of these episodes are 8:15, 13:35, 14:40 and 16:30. It is expected to find variable episode-specific effects of covariates for each of activity purposes.
First travel episode (EP2)
The first travel episode represents the first trip in the morning for different purpose of activities. The effect of socio-demographic covariates is discussed firstly. The coefficient of gender is negative for work and social-recreation activities but positive for school activity. It means that men spend longer travel time for work and social-recreation activities, but shorter travel time for school activity. The effect of age on travel time indicates that children of age less than 15 years have shorter travel time for school and shopping activities. This results possibly from the fact that primary/secondary schools are usually located with a shorter distance from residence. For people of age between 25 and 55, the results suggest that they have shorter travel time for shopping and social-recreation activity. As for older people of age between 55 and 65 years, it shows that they have longer travel time for personal business activity. For people of age more than 65 years, the parameter estimate indicates that they have longer travel time for work, a special finding of observed data. Individuals with presence of children spend less travel time for home, school and personal business activities. As for the urban form effects, people living in city center spend less travel time for shopping activities but more travel time for social-recreation activity. People with the availability of car spend less travel time for school and personal business activities. This may imply that the availability of car gives more flexible choice of travel mode and results in the less travel time for these activities. As for the state-dependent covariates, the departure time of the first out-home trip impacts significantly its duration. This finding is reasonable since travel time is largely impacted by the presence of traffic congestion in peak hours of morning. The parameter estimates indicate that for work, school and social-recreation activities, later the departure time is, shorter the travel duration spends on it. However, for personal business activity, the results indicate inverse effect of departure time on the trip duration.
Second travel episode (EP4)
The starting time of the second travel episode reveals that people start their second out-home activities at early afternoon. The parameter estimates of this episode indicate that the effects of socio-demographic covariates impact mainly on school, shopping and personal business. The results indicate that men, people of age than 15 years have shorter travel duration for school activity but it is longer for people of age more than 65 years. For shopping and personal business activities, the parameter estimates indicate that people with the presence of children spend less travel time on these activities. However, women and people of age between 55 and 65 years spend longer travel time for shopping and personal-business activity, respectively. For social-recreation activity, people of age more than 65 years spend shorter travel time for this activity purpose. As for the urban form covariates, the results indicate that people living in city center spend less travel time for shopping activity. This finding may imply that better accessibility in center city for shopping and maintenance activities. As for transport accessibility covariates, the results suggest that people with car ownership have shorter travel time for school activity. On the other hand, public transport proximity shows inverse effect on the travel duration of school activity. Finally, for state-dependent covariates, the parameter estimate is negative for the trip departure time and the duration of previous activity. This result implies that later/longer the departure time/duration of previous activity is, more the travel time is spent on this trip. The possible explanation is that people departing late in the afternoon may join in the second vague of travel demand and result in the increasing travel time. Note that the departure time effect is significant only for home and shopping activities. On the other hand, the effect of previous activity duration is significant for home, personal-business and social-recreation activity.
Third travel episode (EP6)
The third travel episode begins in average at 14:40 (table 4) . It reflects the third travel episode in the day. For socio-demographic covariates, it is interesting to find that men spend longer travel time in work and shopping activities. For the effect of age, the results indicate that people of age less than 15 years have shorter travel time on work, school and personal-business activities. Similar effect is found on people of age between 15 to 25 years for work and social-recreation activities. For the other covariates, workers have longer travel duration for shopping and people with the presence of children have shorter travel time in home, shopping and personal-business activities. As for the urban form covariate, the result indicates that people living in city center have longer travel time for social-recreation activity. For transport accessibility covariates, it is interesting to find that the availability of car is not significant for this trip, resulting possibly from the shorter travel duration of this trip without the interests of using car. On the other hand, individuals with public transportation proximity have longer travel time for work and personal business activities. This result may indicate that workers prefer to use public transportation system for business visit and personal-business in the afternoon. As for the state-dependent covariates, the duration of activity previously conducted has negative effect on travel time spent on trip for next activity. This result is similar as the second trip episode, resulting possibly from the dependency effect of duration process of travel and non-travel activity, constrained combinedly by available time within the context of individual's daily scheduled activity program.
Fourth travel episode (EP8)
This fourth travel episode begins around the return home period after work. The sociodemographic covariates have less significant effects on the duration of this trip. The parameter estimates indicate that women and couple have longer travel time for school, resulting possibly from the additional travel needs for accompanying children to home. For the effects of other covariates, it is reasonable to find that children have less travel time for work and school activity. For other socio-demographic covariates, workers have longer travel time for socio-recreation activity. Couple and people with the presence of children have longer travel time for work. The presence of children has negative effect on the duration of trip for shopping activity. It is interesting to find that there are no significant effects for urban form and transport availability covariates in this evening episode. As for state-dependent covariates, the parameter estimate indicates that the departure time has large positive effect on trip duration for school activity. This result should be explained with caution since there is only 8 observed samples for this transition. For the effect of duration of activity previously conducted, it reveals the negative effect of travel duration, similar to previous travel episode.
To summarize, the parameter estimates reveal that variable effects of covariates on travel time use for each of activity purposes. It also exhibits daily travel time use rhythm with respect to activity type and related covariates. Interestingly, we find that the duration of trip depends on its trip purpose, starting time-of-day and also the duration of activity conducted in previous episode. The result coincides with previous empirical study (14) . 
CONCLUSIONS
This study applies multi-state semi-Markov model for daily travel-activity duration estimation. The results of estimates suggest that the duration of activity depends not only on its type, beginning time-of-day and the duration of travel/activity previously conducted. It reveals also the temporal rhythm of the travel and activity duration patterns during different periods of a day. The empirical estimates of the baseline hazard are different for each of activity purposes across episodes. The cross-episode comparison of these baseline hazard profiles shows interesting variation of temporal rhythm of activity duration, which confirms again the strong dependency effect of the starting time-of-day on the travel-activity duration pattern formation.
The model-fit test suggests that the incorporation of state-related covariates into hazard function is important to estimate the duration of activity. Based on the log-likelihood value, the final model incorporating aforementioned state-dependent covariates performs best over the other models. For transition hazard estimation, the Cox regression model is applied for each of one-step transitions in individual's travel-activity chain. We test the proportionality assumption of the Cox regression model based on the cumulative sums of residuals for all related covariates in the transitions across episodes. It is interesting to find that the proportionality assumption is valid for almost each of covariates included in the final model except only the covariate of "the logarithm of entering time of activity" in home-trip and that in school-trip transition in episode 7 and 9, respectively.
The results of parameter estimations indicate that people spend more time on travel if the duration of activity to participate is longer. Moreover the covariates in terms of sociodemographic characteristics, urban form and transport accessibility perform different effects on activity duration during different episode of a travel-activity chain. The empirical estimates of baseline hazard suggests that the home activity duration after the first trip indicates a duration pattern of short sojourn time of 25 minutes and a longer one of 200 minutes in the morning. For work activity, the results indicate that a general rupture pattern of work duration with a rhythm of 10 to 15 minutes during the later afternoon period. For school activity, it is interesting to find a pattern of spikes in the baseline hazard at 20, 70-80, 130 and 200 minutes, representing interesting duration cadence of school activities. For shopping activity, the result indicates the later begins the shopping activity, shorter is its duration tends to be. For personal business activity, the result shows a general rupture rhythm of 10-15minutes during the first 2-hour period in the afternoon. On the other hand, similar rupture rhythm of 10-15minutes is observed during a wider range of 4 hours for social-recreation activity.
The proposed multi-state semi-Markov model allows one to investigate the dependency effect of travels/activities conducted in a travel-activity chain. It provides also useful insight on the effect of covariates on travel/activity duration. Moreover, the proposed model can be used to predict individual's travel-activity patterns with respect to related covariate settings. It can also be used for generating activity program of homogeneous socio-demographic classes for activitybased travel demand analysis. The future extensions of current study may incorporate the effect of heterogeneity in hazard function specification and compared the estimate results over different socio-demographic groups. 
